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INTERMISSION #96
Small E-zine by Ahrvid Engholm, ahrvid@hotmail.com for EAPA. In Twitter, follow my 
newstweets from Nordic sf/fantasy/horror/fandom on @SFJournalen (and my private account 
@ahrvid, but I've had less time to work with it). How about developing a vaccine against 
typos? Thish is problaby infected by them...  Just after Mercer's Day 31 April 2020.
 

CORONIALLY
Well. In thish I'll return to our not so welcome friend Corona, but not as a diary as in last issue. I'll just 
collect a number of random observations, thoughts and speculations. It might be of interest to hear 
this from a Swedish perspective, since Sweden through is outlier “lax”  -not really, that's fishy! - virus 
policies has caught the attention of the world. Through Google News you'll find thousands of reports 
of how Sweden has rejected Total Lockdown, and Youtube has hundreds of newscasts about it.
  There's been some lockdowns, eg lots of libraries have closed (probably because they tend to be 
visited by the elderly), including the Royal Library in Stockholm. To compensate for it this library has 
made it's huge collection of digitised newspapers available free and on-line for a limited period. That 
has been a goldmine for an sf and fandom researcher like me, and I have spent days upon days 
searching through the collection. Some of this will be presented in this Intermission, with translations 
of interesting parts. Because it may be of historical interest I'll distribute thish a bit outside EAPA, 
especially to Swedish fen for which the material should be of particular interest. (And I also want to 
interest people in EAPA. Fandom's oldest Electronic APA needs fresh, new blood! To join just write 
something mildly interesting and save it in your word processor as a PDF. Ask me for more details, or
contact OE garth.van.spencer@gmail.com. You find more sf history findings from the newspapers in 
coming issues!)
  Now, happy quarantine reading! And let's all hope that this nasty virus thingy goes away! It has 
turned Earth into a science fiction world, but I prefer skiffy in the form of books. Preferably with happy
endings...

--Ahrvid Engholm
Ps. To Scandinavian readers, join writers list SKRIVA (skriva-request@freelists.org subj: subscribe) 
with more news & findings from sf history! And our annual short story competition has just begun.

SKIFFY HISTORY THROUGH OLD NEWSCLIPS

One positive effect of the Corona epidemic is that the Royal Library in Stockholm (our national library,
like the British Library or the Library of Congress) decided to temporarily open their huge, digital 
newspaper archive and make it available online! They have been forced to limit physical access due 
to the corona bug - it's now only open for visitors by appointment - and have made a time limited deal
with the copyright organisation representing newspapers. The open archive is to make it easier for 
researchers, academics, students etc and will last at least trough April (late news: through May also, 
they say).
  I have of course used it to research stuff about science fiction and fandom history! I have spent 
countless hours doing different searches. Through some magic those old digitised newspapers are 
searchable. The “magic” is probably some very good program for Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR), supported by good AI training. The Royal Library digital newspaper archive covers Swedish 
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newspapers from the 1600's (the earliest one came around 1645) and up to now. But it's an ongoing 
project and not all newspapers are yet included, “only” some 900 titles and about 80 million pages... 
All the biggest newspapers, those from Stockholm, Gothenburg and Scania are AFAIK included. Not 
yet digitised are smaller, regional newspapers. Shaded markings you may notice are put there by the 
system, for searched words and paragraphs. I will here begin to present some of the very interesting 
stuff I have found, and I'll try to be somewhat chronological but also keep subjects together. Foreign 
readers may find it interesting to learn how this strange thing called “science fiction” was perceived 
here and how local fandom took its first steps.
  When searching for things we have to remember that a) magazines and small, regional newspapers
aren't included (eg the word “fanzine” seems to have first hit a Swedish newspaper as late as 1970, 
but it was used often in the sf magazine Häpna! from the 1950s and on), and b) even if the OCR 
seems to have worked very well it may misread things. I for instance got a hit from 1893 on the 
term”fanzine”, but when checking it of course turned out to be another word being misread. The 
newspaper archive is at https://tidningar.kb.se/ if you know Swedish and want to have a try. Quotation
marks can be used to make a multi-word verbatim search, so eg “Walt Willis” will find only that and 
not all Walt and all Willis. Press “datum” to get pages in date order.
  Clips will be in Swedish, but I'll make summaries of interesting info, here and/or in the captions. I 
won't translate the name of newspapers. It'd be of limited use to point out that eg “Dagens Nyheter” 
means “Today's News”. I've tried to save the clips in a way that those knowing Swedish can read the 
text, though resolution may sometimes be low. I'll also put important phrases in italics to make my 

descriptions easier to browse. I have this far saved ca 600 (!) 
newspaper clips - mostly skiffy but also other stuff that interests me - 
but I can only present a small fraction of it here... There'll be more in 
next issue!
  But before sf and fandom stuff, I a couple of family-related 
discoveries. My paternal grandfather was one Arvid Engholm 
(different spelling) and he owned a travelling cinema called Svenska 
Biograf-Kompaniet (“The Swedish Cinema Company”), which also 
sold cinema equipment. Unfortunately he died way back in 1927... I 
found three small articles about it, two in national newspapers - he 

must have been at least moderately known - and one in a regional one. Svenska Dagbladet wrote 
May 10 that year that he had “been found drowned in Lake Holmsjön. On the way home from a forest
excursion he tried to cross the lake on skis, but the ice
withered by the spring sun gave way”. I also find eg adverts
from The Swedish Cinema Company, which seems to have
been quite active during the silent era. My grandfather's house

had lots of old movie posters, movie 
program leaflets, a rusty projector, a 
78 rpm record player and other film 
related stuff in the attic. Surplus 
copies of posters and stuff has been 
donated to the Swedish Film Institute 
by us relatives.

An ad from 1926 "Cinema machines are 
most favourably bought from The Swedish 
Cinema Company, Järna".

The Riddle of Plant Electricity Solved!The Riddle of Plant Electricity Solved!

A simple apparatus which applied close to theA simple apparatus which applied close to the
roots of plants or their water source givesroots of plants or their water source gives
plants an urge to lively activity. Pat pend.plants an urge to lively activity. Pat pend.

(An Otto Witt invention)(An Otto Witt invention)

https://tidningar.kb.se/


    A  very surprising find was my mother as Lucia! There's 
this Swedish tradition that on December 13 a girl will dress 
up in white as Saint Lucia, having a crown with candles, 
and she is joined by maidens in white and guys dressed as 
“star boys”, gnomes and gingerbread men. They then make
processions while singing Christmas songs. And my mother
Evy (Hedberg, before marriage) was Lucia in the 
Södersjukhuset hospital in 1949, which was noted in a 
newspaper! She was studying to be a nurse at the time.
  But let's now start with the science fiction related subjects.
The first time the word “rymdskepp” (“spaceship”) is 
mentioned in Swedish newspapers seems to be April 22, 
1902, in an article in Dagens Nyheter, about a German 
inventor and conman being arrested for fraud. He has been
luring folks to invest in his
inventions, among them a
claimed spaceship!
Another inventor, but not
swindler, is Otto Witt, often
claimed to have published
the world's “first sf
magazine” with Hugin 

(1916-20). Witt is actually mentioned with
some respect in a few articles, as an inventor
full of ideas and as a prolific writer. His
magazine is always called a “popular science
magazine”, and that's what it was in my
opinion - the fiction content was small. The
start of the magazine is mentioned in several
papers (see left), noting eg that many
scientists and academics reassure that Witt is

the right man to spread knowledge of “science of everyday life...to
get to know the wonderful discoveries of natural scientists”. Among
Witt's promoters in the announcements we have Nobel Prize

laureate Svante Arrhenius.
  Witt also made inventions, eg
for mining, in the new
aeroplane technology and in
agriculture. I find an ad about
one invention, claimed to have
“The Riddle of Plant Electricity
Solved!”, by a device he calls “Elektrolit” (left) said to make 
plants grow faster. Unfortunately, this industrious fellow died 
already in 1923. It doesn't say from what, but as he was only 
48. I would guess cancer, a heart attack or a stroke. In his 
obituary we learn that he apart from a long career in mining, as 
an inventor and publisher also has written “some detective 
novels, short stories, scientific adventure novels in the Jules 
Verne style and humorous technical stories. He has published a

Otto Witt's popscience 
mag Hugin starts (from 
Aftonbladet, March 10).

RIP Otto Witt, from Aftonbladet 11 
Oct 1923.

“Evy Hedberg was the name of the Lucia on 
Södersjukhuset, dpt 65." My mother is the one
in the middle (unfortunately the printing is very
coarse).



number of technical thesis in German and Norwegian. He is survived by wife, children, mother and 
siblings.” I didn't know about the Norwegian connection. He worked in Norwegian mining. It may be 
worth researching Otto Witt in Norway! 
  But let's move on... The first mention of the Atomic Bomb in Swedish press seems to be in an article

about Harold Nicolson's 1932 Alternate History novel 
Public Faces,
having such
bombs in the
plot,  in
Aftonbladet
June 10 1936 
heradlined
“Reality in

Crisis Fantasy” (left). The idea of atomic firecrackers existed
that early! 
  The second mention is another article about the same
novel, headline “The Atomic Bomb” (right), in Svenska
Dagbladet July 7 1939. The public who paid attention could
already imagine this new war invention before World War II
and it prior to becoming the top secret Manhattan Project.

  The Swedish press
seemed surprisingly well-
informed about nuclear
weapons. The paper
Arbetarbladet Nov 24,
1943, wrote a quite
accurate account of the
Norwegian resistance men's
raid on the heavy water plant
in Rujkan, headline “Was It
Hitler's Secret Weapon?” 
(left), ie an “atomic
bomb...which would be used
to obliterate London”.
The atomic bomb was also
mentioned in Aftonbladet April
24 and again May 17, 1945, in
the piece (right) “Atomic
Bomb Would Put London to
Ruins”, which describes how
US troops track atomic bomb
German research, claiming
that at war's end “the first
copy of this was ready, but
the Allies saw its effect as
doubtful...Also British
scientists have worked

according to the 'atomic principle' aiming for a new type of
weapon. “ All this before Trinity and Hiroshima, when it was



supposed to be secret.
  Many who had their eyes open could have an inkling of atomic power and the possibility of making a
bomb. That gives some perspectives to the well-known episode of FBI and Clive Cartmill's story 

“Deadline” in Astounding SF under John W Campbell in1944. I'll 
come back to these atoms...
  I have now and then mentioned the Swedish 1940s sf pulp Jules 
Verne Magasinet (later getting the additional title Veckans Äventyr). 
They often published small adverts in the daily paper, at least in the 
beginning, like the one shown left from 1940, in time for issue No 1. It
offers readers to get a free sample copy and the magazine is 
described as having “fascinating tales of space travel in rocket ships, 
of scientific detective feats, about war in the future, lost civilisations, 
life on distant planets and much more. In No 1 eg Confessions of a 
Robot, Treasure Hunter in the Jungles of Venus, Oskar - the 
Detective from Mars, to serials, one about the sinken Atlantis”. Who 
would like to read about all that! Gosh wow boy-oh-boy!
   But it wasn't popular with everyone. My friend old-time author and 
journalist Bertil Falk have told me how teachers would confiscate this 
“useless trash” if found in the hands of a pupil, and a group of 62 

high-brow authors wrote a proclamation 
demanding that paper rationing must be used to 
kill off this and other substandard “coloured 
weeklies”, as they were just full of sex, violence 
and dumb fantasies.
  Jan 26, 1941, a
columnist wrote in
Aftonbladet about 
“Gangsters of
tomorrow...The other
day I obtained a little
magazine named Jules
Verne Magasinet. It
showed to be a special
publication for visions
of the future...Here they had conquered the 
planet Venus, but only to introduce a rule by 
gangsters, they've made Saturn a deportation 
camp for prisoners., and the punch was thrown 
on the wonderful spaceship as loosely as in any
bar in Chicago.” That these magazines would 
create juvenile delinquents was a common 
theme.
  A colonel bossing over the regiment I8 in 
Uppsala even banned JVM on his regiment, or 
at least the soldiers couldn't use money from the
crown to subscribe to among others Jules Verne
Magasinet. Newspaper Expressen wrote about it
January 14, 1945: “Colonel Dislikes Reading 
Different from the Chiefs of Staff”. (Left)



  This is what we call “panic of morals”, and it is almost always about an older generation not 
understanding the innocent entertainment of a younger one. Jazz music, comics, the Lindy hop, 
science fiction, rock music, computer games, all that and much more have been attacked, 
condemned, even banned, and described as a danger to the youth, destroying good morals and the 
structure of society. But if they had read science fiction ö there are plenty of pandemic skiffy stories - 
they'd have known what destroys society...
  The term “science fiction” was, not unexpectedly, first mentioned in Swedish press in connection to 
the atomic bomb. It was in Expressen May 4, in 1947, below. I translate the whole text of this historic 
article.

The First Atomic Bomb 
Exploded in an American 
Short Story Magazine 

The first atomic bomb did not explode,
as most people believe in a New 
Mexico desert on July 16, 1945, but 
on page 56 of a quasi-scientific short 
story magazine fifteen years earlier. 
The author of the then incredible 
story, now being cited by scientists in 
various societies, used uranium 235 
for his invention, and also described 
in detail the terrible effects his atomic 
bomb brought. When this story 
became known a week ago, these ill-
reputed so-called scientific magazines
announced that all more important 
inventions had been described in 
them some ten years before they 
really came
into being. In

an issue that appeared on Pearl Harbor Day, eg describes exactly how
Americans dropped the first nuclear bomb over Japan, thus forcing the
capitulation history repeated three years later. These magazines, however,
have their loyal followers, among whom are several prominent scientists, and
most notably Nobel Laureate Herman J Muller, who when he traveled to
Stockhollm to collect his Nobel Prize, allowed himself to be photographed
reading a copy of Astounding Science Fiction Magazine. Long before the
first television worked, this invention was a well-known thing for readers of
Astounding, Amazing and Startling. Similarly, in these magazines solved the
problem of radar, infrared rays, rocket cannons and many other amazing
weapons, which eventually came to light and use in World War II, On some
occasions, it has also happened that the military scientists acknowledged
that they had taken a look in these short story magazines, and not long ago a
navy officer declared that he had stolen the idea for an invention for which he
was decorated, from Startling.”

Note that this story doesn't refer to how the FBI raided Astounding after they
published Clive Cartmill's story “Deadline” in 1944, but some story from 1930.



Some research implies it may be John W Campbell's own “When the Atoms Failed” (Amazing, Jan 
1930; haven't read it so I'm not sure). It should be noted, though, that the word scientifiction had 
already been used, in an editorial about this type of literature in the first issue of Jules Verne 
Magasinet, in January 1940.

I have earlier in Intermission covered what must be considered the first sf club in Sweden, Atom-
Noak (“Atomic Noah”), since it was deep into science fiction ideas (and members must have been 
readers of Jules Verne Magasinet which was published at the time!). It was founded a short time after
Hiroshima, September 15 1945, and a main idea of them was to construct a spaceship to take 
mankind to a new planet (Mars, I assume) to save it from the coming WWIII. Space travel and a 
nuclear war, how much sf isn't that! Most members were electric engineers working for the company 
ASEA, and their plans were more a “thought experiment” than realistic ones. Despite this Dagens 
Nyheter wrote, December 8, 1946 (above) about how “Atomic Noah Spins Plans for Space Vehicles”:

“The society isn't, as one might believe at first, for practical jokes or comedy sketches, but a serious 
group of men who in a scientific manner deals with practical applications of the discoveries of 
modern physics. In the statutes of Atomic Noah it is said 'the association's purpose is to benefit the 
economic interests of members by producing constructions for projectiles and vehicles for space 
transport, to use, acquire and sell patents and licences for such constructions...During an interview 
with Dagens Nyheter Mr Stålhane mentions that the association to begin with only will be a platform 
for discussion problems of physics.” 

  The second mention of the term “science fiction” in Swedish press is in a review
in Svenska Dagbladet June 4, 1951, of a radioplay of a story by Upton Sinclair
(right, Swedish title translates to “The Others Had It Too”): “...Sunday's
performance of Upton Sinclair's 'The Others Had It Too' offered an excellent
reason to sigh. Upton Sinclair have never been very deep,but he doesn't become
really shallow until he writes 'science fiction', as the term goes, and with
cracking brain cells lumbers in the footprints of HG Wells. In 'The Others Had It
Too' Uncle Upton tells all naughty children, not the least children of the Soviet
Union, what the world looks like, after East and West have eradicated each other
with bacterial weapons.”

Though it
was a slow trickle, the interest in
this strange thing called “science
fiction” began to rise in the early 
1950's. Maybe it had to do with 
the reports of flying saucers 
(beginning in 1947 with Kenneth 
Arnold's claims of sightings) or 
the tsunami of American Earth-
invasion films? 
    I have earlier written about 
Sweden's first fanzine, Vår 
Rymd, published by the sf 
influenced astronomy club 
Andromeda in 1952, and seeing 
it there's no doubt it's a fanzine 



in the fandom sense since it's full of science fiction - stories, sf reviews, sf illustrations incl covers, 
speculative articles on the future, etc. For some reason I have assumed it came from a group of 
students at Östra Real high school in central Stockholm. But doing searches on the names we find in 
the fanzine, this is likely this wrong. The boys behind are from elsewhere. Two are from Bromma high
school, one from the Nya Elementar school, both in western Stockholm, and only one is from a 
central city school, the Beskowska school. That the editors are spread out between several schools 
makes my believe that the Andromeda club and their fanzine wasn't very tightly connected to any 
school and a quite independent hobby activity.
  The year 1953 was the year the newspapers began writing more about science fiction. We saw the 
publication of future Nobelist Harry Martinson's famous Aniara space poetry, in a partial form as 
Cikada (the complete Aniara came in 1956). It has been debated how big of an sf fan Harry was, but 
an interview in Dagens Nyheter Dec 12, 1953 (above), leaves no doubt about that he read and liked 
the stuff! 

“Now I've begun collecting space novels, since I wrote Doris and Mimmi /corr: Mima/, Harry 
Martinson says...Doris is both Earth and an earthly woman, the name from Oceano's daughter. The 
Mima is an instrument, that I fear will be invented.” Harry picks out space novels from different places
of his shelves.
  “Van Vogt is so far the best, but I see how they now begin to liberate themselves from the many 
technical devices and instead deal with the planetary evil. The devils has returned. Since he was 
kicked away from Earth we now find him around the Milky Way, and in one novel he makes his way 
into the spaceship.
Unfortunately he is so
technically skilled that it was
like hell to get him out. It is
painful to be in space without
getting the devil in the ship,”
Harry adds thoughtfully.

The “devil on the spaceship” is
probabloy from Van Vogt s The
Voyage of the Space Beagle 
So there you have it. Harry
Martinson both read and
collected science fiction, and
like AE Van Vogt! One thing to
notice is as nothing by Van
Vogt had been translated to
Swedish at the time, Martinson
must have read it in English.
(Which he didn't learn in
school, but as he earlier had
worked several years as a
sailor on the big oceans he
might have picked up English.
After all, he was an intelligent
man working with language.)
  And Martinson's Cikada gets
mainly favourable reviews, eg



by the influential Bo Strömstedt Nov 20, 1953, in Expressen, above (Strömstedt later would become 
the paper's editor-in-chief): ...without doubt the big poetry event this autumn, and you read it with 
almost obscene joy. You just gasp, gasp and wonder. It wasn't yesterday a Swedish poet offered 
such a strange journey. You travel in time and space. In time: from the days of the folk tale in ancient 
time to the goldendian era when Earth has been radiation poisoned and must be evacuated. In 
space: from the realm of the bluebells ion the grass and out into infinite space, far away from our 
solar system.

But Martinson wasn't a hit everywhere. Olof Lagercrantz, influential editor of Dagens Nyheter (and 
father of David Lagercrantz, known for adding new novels to Stieg Larsson's Millennium series) 
attacked Aniara when it came in 1956. But Martinson found a defender in Expressen's editor-in-chief 
Ivar Harrie, 15 October 1956:

“Blah, Olof Lagercrantz says, see how a sensational tabloid makes great poetry vulgar and banal. 
Harry Martinson's poem isn't 'science fiction' about how technical development of travel...But then 
comes the notable, the unique, the rightly remarkable: Harry Martinson hasn't only sketched a 
spaceship for technocratic drams of the future - he also happens to be interested in the technology of
how humans will be able to travel in space. That has engulfed everything
inside him as an unblemished, curious child. He devours everything he finds
of 'science fiction' like a child. He has learned everything about how a
spaceship shall be constructed, and it has amused him and been a thing of
honour, that when he now needs a spaceship as a symbol in his poetry, it
must be a real spaceship, true in every detail from what he has come to
learn in knowledgable technical journals but also from the 'science fiction'
magazine Häpna!.”

One could add, that Martinson picked up much of what he knew about space
travel from the Atomic Noah club, of which he became a member in 1947.
Earlier Intermissions have covered that, and we know that Martinson kept up
the contacts the the Atom-Noahckians.



  As said, science fiction began getting attention in 1953, but folks weren't
comfortable with the term “science fiction”. A wild hunt began for a Swedish term
for the genre, with several name competitions! “Christen Science Fiction!” 
Svenska Dagbladet exclaimed August 27 that year: “As the autumn literature now
begins to arrive on the bookshop desks it contains a substantial load of so called
Science Fiction...Some like it, some don't...why should it be called by such a
strange name? We don't call detective stories 'whodunnits'. But where is the
Swedish name for scientific adventure novels”

The prize offered was 25 Crowns, ca €2.5. Unfortunately, I haven't yet found who
won and what the new term was, but there is a suggestion September 4 from a
reader, to call sf novels “fiktivromaner” (approx “fictitious novels”), an idea from a
complicated wordplay in Swedish which draws a parallel to detective stories,
“detektivroman” to become “fiktivroman”). The next attempt came October 20,
with an ad from the popular technology magazine Teknikens värld, right:

“Science fiction is an American concept that lacks a Swedish name. It is tales of
adventures in the world of the future, exciting space trips, fantastic stories about
technological inventions and advances of the future.”

The prize was a course in becoming a glider pilot. The winning suggestion was “teknovision”, ie 
“techno vision”. It was soon forgotten.

  If it was a formal competition or not, I don't know, but Svenska 
Dagbladet reported November 14 that the biggest
Swedish book publisher Bonniers wanted a Swedish
name for science fiction, left.
  I think this was announced through ads in the books
mentioned, but I don't know what came out of it.

“Find a Swedish word for the
concept of Science Fiction, Bonniers urges in connection
with two new books for youngsters in the genre, and they
expect than many will have a try. You see, there's no
doubt that this type of literature will have a forceful
breakthrough.”

  But not to give up, the Aftonbladet tabloid invited
readers to also have a go! Beginning November 29
(right) they run a series of small articles, “What is
science fiction?”, which asked readers to find a new
name for this strange space stuff, quoting a passage
from Isaac Asimov's I, Robot:

“Look at yourself, the robot finally said. I don't want to be
contemptful, but just look at yourself. The material you are made of is soft and
sloppy, fragiule and without strength. Now and then you become unciocious and
for the slightes variation in temperature, air pressure, humidity or radiation you
become unefficient. You are of inferior quality. I however is  superior...



50 SEK or ca €5 was offered in first prize. (Eh, did the Euro exist then...?) The winning name 
announced December 16 was “teknodikt”. “Dikt” means poem but also has a broader meaning 
relating to “making things up”. On second place came the known sf author Sture Lönnerstrand with 
“faktasi” (“Factasy”). That word has aktually survived a little bit, while everyone have forgotten about 
“teknodikt”...

  The sf magazine Häpna! (“Be Astounded!”) was 
launched in 1954, obviously with sf fan and 
collector Harry M as a reader. And through the 
Royal Library's Artificially Intelligent search robot I
found how the publishers (Kindbergs Grafiska, run
by the brothers KG and Kurt Kindberg) recruited 
the editor-in-chief of the magazine - through an 
advert in Dagens Nyheter October 1953:

MALES OR FEMALES HIRED
SCIENCE FICTION
Editor for a magazine aimed at adventure and future development employed - possibly part time - by 
publisher. The magazine is intended to be published once a month. Good knowledge of English 
necessary, since most of the material is to be translated from English to Swedish. Answer with salary 
claim, CV, references and so on to “S - Science Fiction”, Dagens Nyheter's main office.

The editor they found was one Kjell Ekström,
PhD in literature from the University of Lund
in 1951 (if I'm not incorrect) and active as
translator. Others would also take part in
making the magazine, like the brothers
Kindberg (owners), Roland Adlerberth
(writing the long standing review column in
his very special funny style), Alvar Appeltofft
and others. Curiously, little is known about
Kjell Ekström. I find no interviews or other
stuff about him!
  The first issue of Häpna! Came very shortly after finding the editor, dated 
March 1954 but out in late February. It presented itself in an ad in Dagens 
Nyheter February 24 that year. The reward promised would of course be a 
lottery ticket with that prize sum...

YOU CAN WIN 200 000 CROWNS (ca € 20 000, equal to millions today...)
if you let us know what you think about HÄPNA! - the new science-fiction magazine. Fiercely exciting,

technical adventures in space and in the future.
Read Häpna! - and Be Astounded!

Grafiska Publishers
           3 S:t Lars Street, Jönköping

The first time the word “sf-fan” (Sverifen were already into Hyphen 
then...) was in the press, was in Aftonbladet May 9, 1954, in a short 
note from a reader. The fan concept probably came from Häpna! but 
the writer talks about Jules Verne Magasinet, headlined “Reading for 

Ad as sf magazine Häpna!
started in 1954. The huge 
sum promised was a 
lottery ticket...

Another very small ad for 
Häpna!, in Svenska Dagbladet 
October 26 1957.



the Youth”:  The undersigned in his green youth read the now deceased so called Jules Verne 
Magasinet with great joy, later named Veckans Äventyr. Would be amused to renew this  
acquaintance now at a more mature age. (Signed “SF-fan.”)

That several were involved in editing Häpna! is clear from this article, in Aftonbladet September 27 
1958, which presents the magazine owner Karl-Gustav (KG) Kindberg, also presented as editor, and 
in a typical editor pose in the picture, pen in hand and a bunch of magazines on the table:

MURDER ON THE MOON ETC WORRIES SCIENCE-FICTION EDITOR WHO THINKS THE FIRST 
MOON TRIP HAPPENS IN 1957
(The article describes how sf predicted a “manned space satellite” in 1920, Hugo Gernsback 
predicting TV in 1910, how sf anticipated the Manhattan Project and Atomic bombs, things Jules 
Verne described. KG Kindberg worked as a lawyer for Husqvarna Weapons Manufacturer, and in the 
article he worries about legal problems with speca exploration:)
  “Who owns space? Who owns the Moon? What country's law shall we use if there is a murder 
during a moon trip? … Karl-Gustav Kindberg got bitten by science fiction in 1952 when he was on a 
business trip in the USA in 1952. He then met sf authors and sf aficionados among scientists and 
found out that this thing with space and future stories wasn't as unrealistic and difficult to understand 
as he had believed. The Swedish sf readers are rather different from the ones in America and 
England. In Sweden you want sf literature with lots of tech talk. You want to know what the space 
rockets look like, how they work, how many rocket tubes they have. In the English speaking countries
they want satires or views of future political structures, but it could be because the average age of sf 
readers is lower here than there.

Yours Truly met KG Kindberg once, on an informal minicon in the early 1990's. A jovial man who 
passed away in 1995.
   In an earlier issue I told about the music career sf writer Börje Crona had together with the ABBA 



manager Stig Stikkan Anderson in the
1950's. In the archive I find ads about
their tour stops and info on national
radio playing their records. Here's from
Aftonbladet September 5, 1955, where
Stikkan and Börje are presented, the
latter described overlead (not shown
here) as “now editor in the
weeklies...before coming to Iggesund
/the school where he mett Stikkan/ he
had worked on boats, buses and trains.
Though the school he came into
journalism, working in both daylies and
weeklies. Stikkan and Börje now tours
in the weekends, having ordinary jobs
during the weekdays”

Other writers also had a music career, like Sam J Lundwall who made an LP, several singles and EPs
in mainly the 1960s. There are much about that in the newspapers, but lets look at a review of his LP 
“Songs in Our Time” (to translate the title) in Dagens Nyheter December 12, 1965, headline “Songs 
on Stockholmian” (ie Stockholm dialect). It is a bit lukewarm, but I think the album is rather good!

“Most of the contents is
rather unoriginal, but some
songs hold up...emphasis on
Lundwall's singing in distinct
Stockholm dialect. The social
satire isn't outside what is
running right now, and
worries about our brave new
world have also been heard
before. But the satellite
paraphrase of /Evert/ Taube's
Meeting in the Monsoon
(Meeting in Space) opens a
fun and everyday
perspective.”

The first time “fandom” is
mentioned in Swedish press
is in the same Afonbladet,
December 12 1964, in a

report from a high school show, in which one Mats P Wikner took part. But
he had also a new publication to distribute there, “QWERTY has arrived”:

The same Wikner has also these days sprung up as a magazine editor. His
publication is named QWERTY. An editorial message says it wants to show
fandom, culture critics and others an average selection of the poetic works
from the science fiction movement. Contacts have been taken with foreign fans, with the result that 



contributions aren't only in Swedish, but also in English, German, Norwegian and an artificial future 
language – and a little piece in Martinson's Aniara language. But this is only the beginning. The 200 
copies of the 29 page mimeographed magazine shall now be sent to more than 10 countries with an 
invitation of submitting material. The nice editor hopes for a rich harvest of letters. But to tell the truth,
all in QWERTY isn't poetry. Some is declared as prose,. And all isn't science fiction. Some is love 
poems. Illustrations are sf all through, though.”

I have a copy of QWERTY and think it is a rather nice zine. An interesting point is that the high  
school Nya Elementar was the same I went to many years later - a real sf-fandom hothouse! Beside 
Wikner and me, fan and author Inger Edelfeldt went there, and as assistant librarian we had the old-
time fan Bengt-Olof Ringberg. Earlier, as said, we found out that at least one person behind our first 
fanzine (Vår Rymd, 1952) had studied there too. Beside this, Nya Elementar is the only Stockholm 
high school with a real observatory on the roof...
  To find the first time the word “fanzine” is mentioned in Swedish press, it seems we have to turn 
back to dear old Sam. Göteborgsposten had an article August 22, 1970, “Swedish SF-Man Gets USA
chance”. The article talks about Club Cosmos “which among other things publish their own little 
magazine” and about how Sam J recently had his SF What's It All About and a couple of novels 

accepted by Ace. I dont' have space to 
translate all, but here's what is said 
about “fanzine”:

“Sam J Lundwall have worked with sf in 
different forms since the early teens. He 
published fanzine (small stencilled 
magazines) then, Later he wrote short 
stories for the Swedish sf magazine 
Häpna! (published 1954-1965 /66!/), he 
made his own sf films during his time in 
the Photo School in Stockholm and in 
1962 he published from his own 
publishing house Bibliography of 
Science Fiction and Fantasy. A 
publication arousing attention also 
outside our borders. Sam J Lundwall has
through the years been an active 
member of the international sf 
movement.”

And talking about fanzines and sf writers doing music, Börje Crona December 6, 1980, wrote about 
my newszine, founded as Vheckans Ävfentyr in 1978 (“The Wheek's Adfentures” referring to the 
alternate title of JVM) which through some transformations still runs, but now as as Twitter 
newstweets as @SFJournalen. The headline was “They Want to Reach Ever damn soul”. Excerpt:



“The publication is a 'fanzine', ie a mimeographed magazine for friends of science fiction. A true sf 
fan isn't content with reading about space travel. Preferably he or she should publish or at least 
contribute to a fanzine. The first fanzine published in the US 50 years ago have had followers in 
practically the whole world. In Sweden published 150 fanzines with a total of 550 issues and 4200 
stencilled pages. In this rich flora Vheckans Ävfentyr is somewhat of an old hand. The first issue 
came in December 1978, and now it has reached No 74.”



It's me in the beanie, cranking the mimeo. There was a co-editor of the first incarnation of the 
newszine VÄ/Fanytt/SFJ, who seven years later became infamous for together with cohorts faking a 
lot of votes in he then fan fund SEFF, in a big embezzlement of over €500. But not to shift focus in 
this historical newspaper clips odyssey I've blurred his face and name. Everyone in Swedish fandom 
knows about all this, though.
  There's much more in store in this deep dive into what newspapers have written about skiffy and our
dear old fandom, but I'll come back to that in next issue.
●

HEARD FROM THE HERDHEARD FROM THE HERD
***OR***

CORONA COMMENTS &CORONA COMMENTS &

CONTEMPLATIONSCONTEMPLATIONS
“The Swedes are nuts!” many news headlines claims. “No, they are cunning bastards and know how 
to fight Corona...” others reply. All this comes from that, while half the world is in Total Lockdown, the 
measures against the Corona virus has been reasonably mild on the eastern part of the 
Scandinavian  peninsula.
  I have been following all the news about the pandemic as much as I can. I have daily been reading 
Swedish and foreign newspapers and articles through https://news.google.com/, often followed the 
many press conferences and news programs through Youtube, eg those from the Swedish Public 
Health Agency, the British government, governor Andrew Cuomo in New York (but rarely Donald 
Trump's briefings, which tends to be thin in facts, but thick with Big Words... ).  Here I'll collect bits 
and pieces and thoughts and speculations, not giving sources due to the simple fact that I didn't note 
such down from the start and chasing for them afterwards would be slow and awkward. But things 
tend to be uncertain and change fast in these strange times, so it shouldn't matter. Here we go....

Swedish Corona Measures
  This is what has happened here in Sweden:
  ● The government strongly recommends social distancing, frequent washing of hands, to work from
home if you can, skipping non-essential travel, and you must stay at home if you feel the least bit ill 
(sick benefits have expanded for this purpose). There are posters about all this everywhere, full-page
ads in the newspapers, popup reminders when you go to your favourite sites, TV spots and shows, 
and so on. Very strong recommendations, it is all voluntary. 
  ● To protect the elderly is especially stressed, so visits to care homes from outsiders,even family, 
are banned. Unfortunately, it hasn't worked well. More than half the fatalities are from care homes! It 
probably comes from the personnel who have been unaware of so called asymptomatic infections, 
that you can infect others without having symptoms. (They handle this in a stricter way now, so 
hopefully it drops.)

https://news.google.com/


  ● Gatherings of more than 50 people are banned. The 50-people ban has in practice lead to 
virtually all events being cancelled, or being moved on-line. On my writing E-mail list SKRIVA I have a
regular events calendar and I tend to keep good track of things happening in skiffy but also literature 
and culture in general, and practically all events have for the time being been cancelled, or moved 
on-line, no matter if they are below 50 people in size. Many would be hesitant to attend any event 
anyway, due to our unwelcome Corona visitor.
  ● Preschools and primary schools are open (kids up to age 16). High schools and universities are 
on distance teaching. It seems kids and youngsters are less easily infected and less spreaders. 
Though it has happened young people have become very ill, even died, it is very rare. 
  ● Shops, restaurants, businesses in general are open. But it's not a “normal” situation. They lose a 
lot of customers, of course, because many stay home. All shops I've been to have markings on the 
floor for the checkout lines 1.5 or 2 metres apart and most have put up plastic panels in front of the 
cashiers. Authorities actually go around to check that places adjust themselves to social distancing, 
and some restaurants have been forced to closed. It's not voluntary for establishments to promote 
social distancing, they are bound by law to follow government instructions here.
  ● The borders are closed for non-EU residents, except for certain essential travellers, like 
diplomats, important experts, needed workers with work permits and so on. Farmers complain that 
needed foregin seasonal workers may be stopped (officials answer they should apply for a prior work 
permit, and then they may come - let's see how that works out). Under any circumstances, travelling 
is small.
  ● A lot of virus testing is going on. It has unfortunately had a slow start, due to lack of certain 
expendables needed - the whole world raced to get them at the same time! But it will shortly be 
beefed up to 100 000 tests/week. I read for instance that a company running a lab in Uppsala have 
converted their entire capacity to testing and will be able to do 70 000 test/week when running at full 
speed. Those testing positive are required to self-isolate at home. The Royal Institute of Technology 
in Stockholm has according to another piece I read deveolped an amazing anti-body test with near 
100% accuracy and Sahlgrenska  hospital in Gothenburg is installing what they call a “conveyer belt” 
anti-body test capacity for 15 000 test/day. Let's see when all this becomes available. This strong 
testing capacity will be needed. The UK aims for 100 000 test/day, while Sweden hopes for 100 000 
test/week but percapita the levels will be about the same..
Translated to US conditions, Sweden aims for the equivalent of 3
million test/week...
  ● The government has presented rescue packages for the
economy, worth billions upon billions. I won't go into details about
that, because economy is not at the core of my competence. His
Majesty's Most Loyal Opposition at this time tend not to seek
quarrel about the governments policies. That's wise.
  ● The national health system has quadrupled its Intensive Care
Units (from ca 550 to over 2000). The Army has set up two field
hospitals, which however have had very little use. The curve had
been flattened enough for the regular hospitals to cope. It is even
said that at the point in early April when infections and hospital admissions grew fastest, the ICUs 
had a 20% spare capacity. But it hasn't been a waste of efforts. One would expect the Army's field 
hospitals to have exercises about setting up their stuff, and it must be a brilliant exercise to do it 
under somewhat real conditions! It should be very valuable training.
  ● The Public Health Agency, lead by state epidemiologist Anders Tegnell - who has had a rocket-
rise to stardom - hold daily press conferences about the situation. In other countries it's the 
government informing the citizens, here expert agency. The government will have press conferences 
anytime important additions to the virus policies are announced. Both king Carl XVI Gustaf and Prime

There's been demonstrations like this in 
several US states against too harsh 
lockdowns.



Minister (a prime can't be divisive...) Stefan Löfven have both held very solemn TV speeches about 
the severity of the situation.  But there's no lockdown. No house arrest, en masse.

Result about Average
  It has been claimed that these measures relying much on people to take take personal responsibility
are possible only because Swedes trust the government and each other, and Swedish people are 
BTW already from the start a bit distant and reserved...
  The result?

  Sweden is doing better than “downstate Europe” but 
worse than our Nordic neighbours. And we're doing 
much, much better than eg New York City. With 
comparable population, NYC has about 10 times the 
infections and deaths. We're doing better than Italy, 
Spain, France, the UK, Belgium and several others - but 
worse than Norway, Denmark and Finland. I'll come to 
that. Overall, we are somewhere middle in the field, but -
Nota Bene! - without a lockdown!
  Let's remember what the British Prime  Minister 
Benjamin Disraeli once observed: There are lies, damn' 
lies, and statistics. You can't really study virus tables and
compare the
columns,
because the
figures means
different and are

collected differently for each country.
  At the moment I write this Sweden has ca 20 000 registered
infections and ca 2400 fatalities. The number of registered
infections is BTW the most meaningless figure of them all. It's
just a measurement of how much you have spread testing -
the more you test, the more infections you'll find. The Swedish
fatality rate translates to ca 240 deaths/million
inhabitants...but then we have to remember:
  The Swedish figures are All Inclusive! They are taken directly
from the national population registry, which has everything in
immaculate detail, including deaths in care homes and private
homes. In eg Norway, the figures misses that. In fact, the
Norwegian system is that the doctor must phone up their
statistics agency and report each death, if he remembers in
the middle of all tension. In the end all corona deaths may be
sorted out there too, but Norwegian deaths statistics should
be boosted by at least 50% from private homes and care
homes, I guess. I suspect our two other Nordic neighbours
have gaps in their reporting too.
  We also have the problem of how to define a Corona death. The formal death may be pneumonia, 
heart or kidney failure or a stroke - but it was Corona that made it happen. Some countries will only 
register it as a Corona death if the patient died in a hospital and prior to it was tested and diagnosed 
with the virus. Swedish doctors will register it as a corona death both after a test or if they conclude it 
was this virus from the symptoms, even if it was only a contributing factor. This makes a difference. 

From a Stockholm park recently. Don't worry 
about people sitting in groups. That's families or
workmates who if so probably already have 
infected each other. Otherwise groups keep 
distances. (Anyway catching the bug outdoors 
is very, very unlikely!)

Some celebrities and half-celebs have 
died, but usually it won't be known if it 
was Corona. The biggest name known 
being C-dead is the popular TV/radio 
host Adam Alsing, who was only 51.



difference.

No Statistics Standards,
But Population Data 
Show
  There is no international 
standard for how to 
define, report and register
things in this area so it is 
very, very tricky to make 
comparisons out of those 
impressive looking tables 
you see. But there is one 
area which is quite 
standardised, the simple 
art of registering the 
number of deaths for 
different periods.
  This opens a more direct
and objective way to 
measure Corona deaths. 
Just compare the number 

of deaths for a given period this year, with the same period previous year. Those numbers tend to be 
very similar year by year, and unless there are special factors (nature disaster, war, terrorist attacks, 
epidemics) they differ very little. Over a longer period you of course have to adjust for population 
growth or decline.
  The New York times has made a investigation into this, where Sweden seems to be doing just as 
well as most other countries, but much better that the UK, Italy, Spain, France, Belgium and New 

York City. There are 
three “outliers”. (The 
numbers you see in the 
NYT curves are not 
readings, but markings 
of the scale, so eg 
“2000” means “2000 
starts here”.) Germany 
has a very flat curve, 
and it is said it's 
because they have the 
most extensive testing 
and tracking program in 
Europe.  And flatness, 
even decline, also goes 
for Norway and 
Denmark. My 
intepretation is that they 
had very little initial virus
spreading as they went 
into lookdown, and 

Another presentation of excess deaths due to Corona, this time from The 
Economist. From https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2020/04/16/tracking-
covid-19-excess-deaths-across-countries

Graphs of “excess deaths” due to Corona in selected countries. The surest method
to study the virus effects, since other statistics reports standards vary hugely 
between countries. From 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/21/world/coronavirus-missing-
deaths.html 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/21/world/coronavirus-missing-deaths.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/21/world/coronavirus-missing-deaths.html


those actions have of course continued to keep the curves flat. Sweden wasn't as lucky and had a 
certain epidemic going on when measures began. It's unwise to compare with countries which had 
different initial conditions.
  I also add a similar presentation from The Economist, where the Swedish “extra deaths” seems 
rather modest compared to others.

But What Happens After Lockdowns?
  The “big losers” this far (Italy, the UK etc) had unfortunately a major epidemic going on when they 
began a lockdown, and that's why they have been so heavily hit despite harsh measures. These 
countries are much bigger travel destinations than for instance Sweden, so they got much more 
infected visitors to begin with. In their cases a lockdown may have been wise since they had so bad 
initial conditions. But for getting out of it I think they should look a little on what Sweden did.
  Lockdowns can't go on forever, so all countries will have to consider what to do to get out of it. It is 
possible we'll see death rates rise again, even a major second wave, in Norway, Denmark and 
Finland. They have to hope for extensive testing and tracing and maybe new, effective medicines.
  But the milder Swedish measured are balanced so that they, according to Anders Tegnell of the 
Public Health Agency, “can go on for months, even years”. And at the same time the Swedish 
population is moving towards herd immunity, which is unlikely after a hard lockdown. Swedish Corona
deaths now hover around 50/day, last weekend they were in fact only...16+10! It may be an effect of 
lagging reports, but as you can see from the curve for Sweden the peak has passed. Deaths here will
go down with increasing herd immunity, and our Nordic neighbours may begin to pass our figures.
  The final tally will only come when this blasted
Corona situation is over. And it will take years ans
years to finally analyse the pandemic.
  As I wrote in last issue, I believe the the Swedish
measures achieves about 85% of the effects of
strict lockdowns. The remaining 15% lets the
epidemic slowly and in a controlled way leak out in
society to get herd immunity, as a side effect. This
means that our Nordic lockdown neighbours
because of their actions are in a much earlier
phase of the epidemic. While flattening the curve
they also shuffle it ahead. 
  There are just two ways to beat the virus: a
vaccine, which is 12-18 months away, or herd immunity. You can't eradicate it (even if New Zeeland 
claims she has - we'll have to see) and a vaccine is far away. Those applauding themselves for low 
death figures, will either have to continue with a lockdown for 18 months until we see a vaccine, or be
prepared to see figures rise when they ease restrictions.

Herd Immunity
  Stockholm is said to  be at or near herd immunity now. “Herd immunity” happens when 50-70% of a 
population has had the disease and are immune. It's not total immunity but the situation when so 

many are immune that the  virus 
suddenly find it much more difficult to 
spread - some will still get the bug, but it
will be much fewer. And we'll still need to
protect the elderly, because they have 
intentionally as much as possible been 
keept away from getting herd immunity. 

Volunteers help out making PPE aprons in a 
makeshift "factory" in southern Stockholm.

““Sweden did that, the herd, they call itSweden did that, the herd, they call it
the herd. Sweden’s suffering very, verythe herd. Sweden’s suffering very, very

badly. It’s a way of doing it...” badly. It’s a way of doing it...” 

--The Man in Orange--The Man in Orange



That's a major challenge. Our Public Health 
Agency and Dr Tegnell say, however, that we're 
not in this for a sprint, but a marathon.
  I wonder how people who have been under 
house arrest will react if it begins to lift... Maybe 
they'll all run to the pub and kiss everybody! It's 
easy to implement a Total Lockdown, but much 
more difficult to lift it. It's also a question of other 
health aspects, coming from a crashing 
economy: unemployment, mental problems from 
being locked up, suicides. 
  Swedish unemployment have gone up with 
roughly 100 000, which proportionally would be 
equal to 3 million for the US of A – but there 30 
million have registered as unemployed!  That's 

10xSweden.. 
  We also have other illnesses, which may not have had sufficient treatment because of concentrated 
efforts towards Corona. It's easier to do it right from the beginning.
  It has been questioned if you can count immunity after recovering from an infection. Most experts 
say that you can - the only uncertainty being how long it lasts. There had been studies from South 
Korea implying “reinfections”, but the latest news is that they are retracted. It was a mistake from 
“false positive” tests. It was dead virus particles remaining after infection that caused test to indicate 
the patients were still infected or “reinfected”. We'll soon have about half a year's data on immunity 
and this far it seems immunity lasts.

Medicines
  What hopes are there for vaccines and medicines? There are a reported 100 vaccine projects going
on right now, and among the leaders in the field is eg a project by Oxford University I cooperation 
with the British-Swedish company Astra-Zeneca. They have just begun their first clinical tests, but 
results will take months. You have to wait that long to see a) if the vaccine works, b) if effects last, c) 
if there are any unwanted side-effects. It is said that if everything goes straight on track ö which is 
unlikely in vaccine development - they could have a vaccine in September. But then it will take 
months to begin production, setting up distribution etc. Most experts say a vaccine is available next 
spring, at the earliest.
  Meanwhile, we could hope for medicines and treatments to make infections milder. Here are some 
suggestions...
  ●  Chloroquine  has been suggested and promoted by both Donald Trump and a French witch 
doctor, but clinical tests haven't been very positive. The drug may even be dangerous!
  ●  Remdesivir is a failed medicine for the Ebola virus, and here some limited test have shown 
promise. It is now permitted for “emergency use” in some countries, incl Sweden.
  ● Another promising method has been to take blood plasma from patients who have had the 
Corona, and inject it (given the right blood groups and other factors) since it will contain antibodies 
against the Corona virus. It has shown promise. Maybe all who had the disease will have to donate 
blood!
  ●  German scientists have noted that the Corona virus initially multiplies very fast in the upper nasal
region,and are developing a nose spray to fight the virus early in an infection.
  ● Noting than men are about twice as likely to become seriously ill and die compared with women, it
has been suggested to inject patients with the female sex hormone oestrogen. Tests are going on 
with that now. (Limited doses, not enough to make guys suddenly feel the urge to wear high heels 

Sweden's State Epidemiologist Anders Tegnell has 
risen to stardom, and have even become a tattoo...



and book time with the hairdresser.)
  ● Since pneumonia is a disease often caused by Corona, it's been suggested vaccination against 
the most common pneumonia bacteria would be a good preventive measure.
  ● Learning and improving the dynamics of ventilators has shown to be very important. What should 
the pressure be, and the frequency? Oxygen content? How to vary the factor? Swedish doctors have 
been exchanging experiences with international collegues about optimal ventilator us. At the 
Karolinska hospital they've reached 80% survival for ventilator patients, better than the typical 50%.
  ● There are indications that having had a shot for the latest ordinary seasonal flu may make Corona
milder, since it is related to those flus.
  ● A strange observation is that smokers tend to be less affected. There are investigations going on 
if nicotine could hamper the virus. This substance is often used as a pesticide in argriculture, after all.
The Swedes here have a secret weapon, the wet tobacco with salt and spices put under the lip and 
called snus, which is very popular.
   ...and then we have US president Trump who seems, I'm sorry to say, disconnected from reality, 
suggesting injecting disinfectants into the blood stream, something most likely to kill folks. Or 
projecting UV light on people! It's true that UV kills viruses. That's why they often are less active in 
the summer, when there's more sun. But it is stopped by the skin! The UV light is absorbed by certain
skin cells and causes a tan. It can't penetrate into the body.
The US president first ignored the Corona virus, said it
would go away “magically”. He was late with measures. He
seems not to understand the science and gives conflicting
messages. He has daily, babbling press conferences where
he claims everything is the “best ever” and “amazing”. Is
Donald J Trump for real? 
  One bothering thing is what will happen in the third world
with this virus. So far statistics implies it hasn't spread too
much there, but if it does and the dynamics is the same as
with us...it may be a massacre! Speculations are, though, that the virus won't like tropical climate as 
much (the Sun's UV light and other conditions) so we may hope for that. Many third world countries 
also have a population structure dominated by young people, who don't get as easily infected. That's 
also something to hope for. Otherwise, we in the “North” will have to pack up all our surplus 
ventilators and send already overworked medics south.
  China is a strange case. Their official pandemic statistics (on eg 
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/#countries ) show a surprisingly mild epidemic. For my 
part I find that highly suspicious. They have the largest population in the world, the virus came from 
there first, before they took any action they had the Chinese New Year causing hundreds of millions 
to travel.  Not matter how “effective” (ie oppressive) their communist dictatorship is, the disease 
figures they present stands out as impossible. Most likely the Chinese have a major, ongoing 
epidemic which they try hide. I saw a report from an Asian news outlet which found a way to expose 
the Chinese cover up: they contacted the firms in Wuhan delivering the cremation urns used in 
Chinese burials. These firms had delivered 30 to 50 times more urns than needed for the official 
death figures. After their report, it suddenly became impossible to contact the urn makers again...  
The Chinese regime is lying through their teeth.

What Will the Future Be?
In many countries, things will start to calm down in the autumn, because herd immunity will arrive 
whether you like i9t or not. Next spring there may be a vaccine and it will become even calmer. But 
economies haven meanwhile dropped to 1930's Great Depression figures... Sweden counts on ca 
10% unemployment and 6-7% GDP drop. Private consumption has during this crisis dropped by 

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/#countries


30%. People don't go out shopping and drinking as much (but in eg Noreway and Finland, private 
ocnsumption has dropped ca 70%, and it's similar in some US states).
  We wont be unaffected, because we're so dependent on exports - who who will buy stuff, with the 
economy in shambles? It take the best case a couple of years for the economy to bounce back to 
something resembling normal, I think. Politicians today know more about economics theory than in 
the 1930s, and we have experience from the 2008 recession.
  What we call globalisation will unfortunately take a pause. Travel and tourism will take time to 
resume. I suspect that Swedes this year will be forced to domestic vacations, which may compensate
a little for foreign visitors being away. Airlines will be in major troubles. To meet through the net, 
virtual reality and video conferencing has already gotten a boost. I think “traditional” politicians and 
parties will gain, because they stand for something well-known which you can trust in uncertain times.
In Sweden, the Social Democrats have gained heavily from the crisis. In the US I guess Trump will 
get the boot in next election. He's too non-traditional, to say the least! People will be more cautious 
with things.
  I wonder what happens with the trillions of Crowns, Dollars and Pounds governments have let lose? 
As noted earlier, governments can through their national banks create any amount of money - but 
what happens then? Budget deficits and public debt will skyrocket and taxes probably go up, but will 
there be much inflation, it's taxes and inflation that hit ordinary people the hardest (except of course 
being fired and unemployed).
  Science fiction will suddenly become more popular, I'm sure! We have been writing and reading 
about global disasters for ages, after all. We'll see many new fictional disaster stories. Sf cons can 
hopefully resume, say, this autumn. But to be on the safe side Swecon 2020 re-scheduled for 
October, have also booked a spare date in March 2021. So the 2020 con may come come in 2021... 
They have invented fandom's Time Machine!
  But we'll have to see what happens. It ain't over until the Fat Lady rises from the ventilator! 
  Give me your thoughts on this blasted Corona bug, and may Roscoe kick this little bug in the behind
until it goes away!

Mailing Comments Ventilated Later
The Mailing Comments began to cough and developed high fever, so they were rushed to intensive 
care...  No, seriously, because of time-constraints I have to push the curve of Mailing Comments to 
next issue (which hopefully this will get MCs for two mailings). I've been very stressed doing this 
issue. First I have had to prepare for the 2020 Fantastic Short Story Competition - now having it's 
20th anniversary! - but most  of all have been spending countless hours and days digging into the 
temporarily open newspaper archive of the Royal Library. Those efforts of that  have taken up a lot of 
time, and some of the efforts of that are in this issue. The archive was originally to be open only 
through April so I took upon me to do as much research as possible  before month's end. (Later came
the news it would be open in May too, but it had put a pressure on available time anyway.)
  To this comes that the issue has been extremely complicated to edit It's always like that when 
mixing a lot of pictures with text, but to this comes extra picture editing (trying to make the texts in the
pictures somewhat readable, for those who know Swedish at least) and some fast translations. Still I 
have only been able to present a tiny fraction of my history findings. More in next issue. Beware!
  To promote EAPA (please join - new members wanted!) I'll mail this issue around a little, also 
because I hope that the sf and fandom historical material here might be of interest. I'll of course 
especially target some Swedish and Scandinavian fans, who can actually read the text in the 
newspaper clips. As for English translations and summaries, it's only possible - in most cases - to 
present little snippets. However, if something seems oft particular interest, send me a note and I'll 
make a more comprehensive summary or translation of that! Please also tell me if you know anyone 
you think may be especially interested in what this Intermission has to present and I'll mail a copy. 
Any comments to this issue are of course welcome. I won't run a LoCol, but I may indirectly address 



interesting points made. And those responding will get next issue, though the best way to get your 
Intermissions is to be in EAPA...,                                                                                             --Ahrvid


